
41-st Moldova Mathematical Olympiad 1997

Final Round – Chişinǎu, March 20–21

Grade 7

First Day

1. Find the greatest natural numberd that divides every number of the formn(n +
1)(2n +1), wheren is a positive integer.

2. The side lengths of a triangle are consecutive integers. Find the side lengths if it
is known that a median of this triangle is perpendicular to anangle bisector.

3. A square can be divided into 25 smaller squares, all but onehaving a side of
length 1. Find the area of this square.

4. A subsetM of the setA = {1,2, . . . ,50} has the property that the sum of any two
distinct elements ofM is not divisible by 7. Find the maximum possible number
s of elements ofM.

Second Day

5. Consider 1997 consecutive even natural numbers. Prove that among any 41 of
them there exist two whose absolute difference is less than 100.

6. In a parallelogramABCD, E is the midpoint ofAD and F is the foot of the
perpendicular fromB to CE. Prove that the triangleABF is isosceles.

7. Leta andb be positive integers. Show thata2 + b2 is divisible byab if and only
if a = b.

8. We are given 25 pieces of cheese. Is it always possible to cut one of the pieces
into two parts and to pack up all the cheese in two packets, so that the cut parts
are in different packets and both packets have the same number of pieces and the
same weight?

Grade 8

First Day

1. Problem 3 for Grade 7.

2. Find the greatest natural numberd that divides every number of the formn(n +
1)(2n +1996), wheren is a positive integer.
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3. In a quadrilateralABCD the angles atA andC are equal. The bisector of the
angle atB meets the circumcircle of the triangleBDC at pointC1 6= D, and the
bisector of the angle atD meets the circumcircle of the triangleBDA at point
A1 6= B. Prove that the quadrilateralA1BC1D is a parallelogram.

4. A subsetM of the setA = {1,2, . . . ,547} has the property that the sum of any
two distinct elements ofM is not divisible by 42. Find the maximum possible
numbers of elements ofM.

Second Day

5. Let (a1,a2, . . . ,an) and (b1,b2, . . . ,bn) be two permutations of the numbers
1,2, . . . ,n. Prove that ifn is even, then among the numbersai +bi, i = 1,2, . . . ,n,
there always exist two leaving the same remainder when divided byn.

6. Find all prime numbers of the form10101. . .01 in the decimal system.

7. An acute angle with the vertexA and a pointP inside it are given. Show how to
construct a line throughP intersecting the rays of the angle atB andC such that
1

BP + 1
CP is minimum.

8. We are given 1997 pieces of cheese. Is it always possible tocut one of the pieces
into two parts and to pack up all the cheese in two packets, so that the cut parts
are in different packets and both packets have the same number of pieces and the
same weight?

Grade 9

First Day

1. Find all positive integersn for which n + 200 andn− 269 are both cubes of
positive integers.

2. Let a > 1 be an integer and letM be the set of remainders obtained whena
is divided by all positive integers less thana. It is known that the sum of the
(distinct) elements ofM equalsa. Determinea.

3. Prove that ifa1,a2, . . . ,an are positive numbers witha1a2 · · ·an = 1, then

√
a1+

√
a2 + · · ·+√

an ≤ a1+ a2+ · · ·+ an.

4. Two circles of radiiR andr are tangent to a linel at pointsA andB and intersect
each other atC andD. Prove that the circumradii of the trianglesABC andABD
are equal and compute them.

Second Day
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5. Let S be the area of a convex quadrilateralABCD. PointsA1,B1,C1, andD1 are
taken on the raysAB,BC,CD,DA such thatAA1 = 2AB, BB1 = 2BC,CC1 = 2CD,
DD1 = 2DA. Determine the area of the quadrilateralsA1B1C1D1.

6. Consider the fraction 0.a1a2a3 . . . , where the (decimal) digitsa1 anda2 are arbi-
trary and every following digit equals the remainder of the sum of the previous
two upon division by 10. Prove that the fraction is periodic.

7. Suppose that among any four participants of a competitionthere is at least one
who knows the other three. Prove that there is a participant who knows all the
others.

8. In a triangleABC with AB = BC and∠B = 80◦, P is the interior point such that
∠PAC = 40◦ and∠ACP = 30◦. Determine∠BPC.

Grade 10

First Day

1. Find the values of a parameterp for which the equation

x4− (3p +2)x2+ p2 = 0

has four real solutions forming an arithmetic progression.

2. Find the sum of digits of the sum of digits of the sum of digits of 19971997.

3. Let C be the circumcircle of an acute triangleXYZ. For a pointP insideC

denote byPX ∩C = {L}, PY ∩C = {M}, andPZ∩C = {N}. Find the locus of
P for which triangleLMN is equilateral.

4. The sequences(an) and(bn) are defined bya1 = 9, b1 = 3 and

ak+1 = 9ak , bn+1 = 3bn , for all k ∈ N.

Find the leastn for which bn > a1997.

Second Day

5. Two real numbersa andb satisfy the relations

a3−3ab2 = 29 and b3−3a2b = 34.

Computea2 + b2.

6. The teacher has a number of candies and wants to distributethem among 13 boys
and 10 girls so that all boys receive the same number of candies (at least one)
and all girls receive the same number of candies (at least one). If he can do this
in a unique way, find the greatest possible number of candies he can have.
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7. Let ABCD be a unit square and letX andY be arbitrary points on the sidesAB
andCD, respectively. The linesXD andYA meet atM and the linesXC andYB
meet atN. For whichX andY is the area of the quadrilateralXNY M largest
possible? Find this area.

8. Definean =
[n

1

]

+
[n

2

]

+ · · ·+
[n

n

]

, wheren is a natural number. Prove that

an = 2+ an−1 if and only if n is a prime number.

Grades 11 and 12

First Day

1. A cube can be divided into 99 smaller cubes, all but one having a side of length
1. Find the volume of this cube.

2. Find the first 1997 decimal digits of the number
(

7+
√

50
)1997

.

3. All faces of a tetrahedron have equal area and all its edgesare tangent to a single
sphere. Prove that the tetrahedron is regular and compute the ratio of the volumes
of the sphere and the tetrahedron.

4. Consider the setA = {1,2, . . . ,n}, wheren ≥ 2 is a given integer. Denote byS(n)
the greatest possible cardinality of a subsetM of A such that the sum of no two
elements ofM is divisible by 42. Given thatS(n) = 1997, findn.

Second Day

5. Find all functionsf : N → N that satisfy

(a) f (n + m) = f (n) f (m) for all n,m ∈ N, and

(b) the equationf ( f (x)) = f (x)2 has at least one solution inN.

6. Two right cones with the common vertexS are inscribed in a sphere. An arbitrary
planeα containing pointS intersect the bases of the two cones in the segments
AB andCD. Prove that the product of a diagonal and a lateral side in thetrapezoid
with the basesAB andCD is independent of the choice ofα.

7. A polynomialP(x) of degreen ≥ 5 with integer coefficients hasn distinct integer
rootsα1 = 0,α2, . . . ,αn. Find all integer roots of the polynomialP(P(x)).

8. Let n coins be put into several (maybe one) piles. What is the greatest possible
value of the product of the numbers of coins in the piles?
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